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Judaism and bus stops

A Jewish bus stop in Kiryas Joel,
New York

Judaism and bus stops refers to the significance of bus stops in Judaism. The
use of bus stops in the Jewish religion is forbidden on Sabbath (Shabbat); and
walking to one on shabbat in preparation for motzei shabbath involves
transgressions of the sanctity of the day by "preparing" (hachonah) for the
mundane.

Some Jewish religious leaders have expressed concern regarding bus stops that
feature immodest advertisements. Although usually dealt with through the proper
channels, such displays have often led to vigilante behaviour by Jewish
extremists who set about destroying the bus stop in protest, especially in Israel.[1]

In discussing the laws of charity, Rabbi Moshe Yechiel Weiss writes that one is
obligated to give a token donation to a person soliciting funds at a bus stop, even
though it is not apparent or verifiable that they are genuine charitable cases.[2]

Advertising

Jewish organisations use bus stops for advertising. Such groups include
Lubavitch whose adverts highlight upcoming Jewish holidays and communal
protection organisations, such as the CST who use bus stops to alert people to
anti-Semitism.[3] In areas of large hasidic populations, such as in Stamford Hill,
posters have been displayed in Yiddish and English.[4] The haredi Hamodia newspaper is distributed at bus stops in
New York.[5]

Controversy

Mayonnaise jar. Offensive to some
Jews if displayed at bus stops.[6]

Sometimes, bus stop adverts have become the target of attack by religious Jews
who find them offensive. In Israel, a number of bus stops have been defaced or set
alight.[7] Haredim feel posters of semi-nude women at bus tops have negative
effects on their children.[8] Sometimes bus stops are destroyed for displaying such
things as mayonnaise jars, even without any human aspect.[6]

In New York, Rabbi Shea Hecht, who serves as Chairman of the Board of the
National Committee for the Furtherance of Jewish Education stated the following
in response to the Metropolitan Transit Authority descision not to allow posters
featuring scantily dressed women on appearing on buses:

Thirty years ago I was on the planning board in Crown Heights, Brooklyn
and we approved shelters to be constructed at bus stops providing they did
not show anything offensive to us. We're ecstatic that MTA made this
decision and hope it sets a precedent for future advertising."[9]
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Jews for Jesus advert controversy

In 2006 in Johannesburg, South Africa, bitter controversy arouse when the Jews for Jesus group launched a
promotional campaign targeting Jews for conversion. Posters were placed at numerous bus stops in traditionally
Jewish suburbs. One of the adverts suggested that "10 out of 10 Jewish doctors recommend Jesus". The Union of
Orthodox Synagogues alerted the advertising regulator who ruled that the adverts were indeed offensive to orthodox
Jews.[10]

In Israel
In Israeli religious society, bus stops are used by the community to announce neighborhood gatherings,
demonstrations and Torah classes. Death notices and funeral times as well as the times of shabbat are hung at bus
stops. Signs warn women to preserve their modesty by wearing and offensive posters are blotted out or ripped off.
Offers to pray at the Western Wall for 40 consecutive days in return for a modest stipend have also been observed.
One of the most recognisable features of a "Jewish bus stop" in Israel is the metal charity box welded to the
structures support beam.[11] Sometimes, potential students for baal teshuva yeshivas are picked up at bus stops by
recruiters [12]

Charity boxes
In and around religious neighbourhoods in Israel, it is common to find charity boxes affixed to bus stops. This stems
from the Jewish belief that giving charity before undertaking a journey provides protection from harm.[13] The
propogation of bus stop charity boxes in certain areas is opposed by some secular residents who see the
phenomenom as signalling and encouraging the growth of the religious population in the neighbourhood.
In August 2009, it was reported that the Jerusalem municipality had removed over 400 charity boxes from bus stops
in around the city and had pocketed the 17,000 NIS (£3,400) contained within them. The municipality claimed that
they had been attached illegally, were not aesthetically pleasing and has damaged council property. They added that
they had received complaints from disturbed secular residents of Kiryat Hayovel who wanted them removed to stem
the growth of the unwanted haredi population in the area.[14] A spokesman for one the charities involved condemned
the move saying that they had received permission under the previous mayor’s authority to attach the boxes and that
the municipality could face arbitration to decide the fate of the collected funds. They said they the money had been
confiscated in the run-up to the Jewish holiday season and that the needy would suffer.[14] Soon after, haredi
representatives announced they would be replacing the removed boxes in a move to “remind the city council who
sets the tone here.” The council responded that it would continue to enforce the law and remove the boxes,
transferring the money into its welfare fund.[15]

In the same month in Ashdod, a number of youths were arrested and released with strict conditions after admitting
stealing 8 charity boxes from bus stops in the city.[16]

Offensive advertising campaign
During 1985-86, a vigorous campaign, led by Rabbi Rephoel Soloveitchik, was waged against offensive bus stop 
advertisements in religious areas in Israel.[17] It has been termed one of the "most dramatic operations of haredi 
activists" in recent times.[18] During the campaign more than 100 bus shelters in the country were burned, 50 in 
Jerusalem alone. Some were covered with black spray paint. Mayor Teddy Kollek urged harsh measures against 
what he termed a "civil rebellion."[19] [20] [21] The burnings provoked a strong reaction from Jews in Israel and 
abroad. Liberal Jews expressed their concerns over freedom of expression, while Orthodox Jews were upset about 
the lack of decency, especially in Jerusalem, the holy city.[6] Some orthodox Jews were arrested, but the bus stop 
attacks continued. The government was blamed for the outbreak of violence.[22] One group calling itself Citizens 
Against Zealotry threatened that “a synagogue would burn for every bus shelter destroyed”[19] and in one case, 
secular extremists did torch a synagogue.[23] Advertising companies were forced to negotiate with rabbis as to which
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type of pictures would be tolerated.[6] March and April of 1988 saw a renewal of bus-shelter attacks.[24] In Tel Aviv,
Orthodox Jews burned down dozens of bus stop shelters because of "immodest" advertising posters. Secular Jews
struck back, vandalizing a couple of yeshivas and even a synagogue. When the bus stop burnings eventually stopped,
and the religious Jews were deemed to have been left with the "upper hand."[25] Jonathan Rosenblum contends that
although it was assumed that the perpetrators of the bus top burnings were fervently Orthodox Jews offended by
advertisements, the culprits were actually secular opportunist youths playing "pranks."[26] In 1992, further arrests
were made after the torching of a bus stop.[27]

In 1996, a company in Israel was pressurized in revamping a poster which showed a black horse crouching over a
white horse. After a spate of bus stop burnings, Israeli fashion companies also had to replace adverts which had
shown models. These actions have been viewed as 20th-century "religious censorship".[28]

Gender mingling
Within the intrests of Tzniut, Haredi society have highlighted that bus stops are loci of improper mingling of genders.
In response, some area of Jerusalem have installed separate bus stops are set up adjacent to each other to allow for
men and women to remain at respectful distances. In 2010 it was reported that Egged would provide haredim-only
bus stops to serve the mahedrin route.[29]

Western Wall bus stop

Western Wall bus stop, used by hundreds of
people each day

Directly behind the Dung Gate lies the entrance to the Western Wall
compound. At night, Egged city buses pass through the gate to the
Western Wall bus stop, which lies just behind the gate; during the day,
the buses stop on the road outside the gate, because the increased
number of buses had cluttered up the bus stop inside the Old City
walls.

Daubings and attacks

Bus stops have been targeted by racists who daub anti-semitic
grafitti.[30] In Salford, a large black swastika was painted in black paint
and approximately 18 inches in diameter.[31] In London, "Kill Jews"
was sprayed. Sometimes school children throe pennies out bus windows at bus stops to intimidate Jewish kids.[32]

Bus stops are a place for potential anti-semitic attacks. In Northern Israel, three yeshiva boys were attacked at a bus
stop. Their holy books and their tefillin were set ablaze after they had run away.[33]

Bus stops which are being used by Jews, especially as they make their journey home for Sabbath, are regularly
attacked by terrorists in Israel.[34] On the eve of the Jewish olympics a suicide bomber blew himself up at a bus stop
near a railway station in central Israel, killing two Israeli soldiers and injuring four other people.[35]
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Assistance
The Mesillah organisation advises that when a blind person is waiting at a bus stop, it is recommended to ask which
bus is needed and to let the person know when it arrives. If a bus suddenly arrives, the best thing is to simply
announce which bus number.[36]

Shabbat

Kanfei Nesharim ("Wings of Eagles" -biblical
reference) bus stop to the Western Wall in

Jerusalem, Judaism's holiest site.

In Jewish law, one may not walk to a bus stop on Shabbat if one
intends to take a bus as soon as Shabbat ends.[37] This falls under the
category of hachonoh (preparation for the mundane). One can certainly
not linger at a bus stop during Sabbath as this may cause maris ayin
(suspect behaviour) since using buses on Sabbath is forbidden. In one
Israeli religious neighborhood, a local religious politician suggested
relocating a bus stop which stood outside a synagogue to prevent its
use disturbing congregants during the sabbath.[38]

Memorials

A design named "Bus Stop" for the Memorial to the Murdered Jews of
Europe in Berlin, envisaged turning the proposed site in to a bus stop,
from which people would be able to take trips to more notable
locations of memory.[39] The planners claimed that "a giant monument
has no effect and becomes invisble," while giving people a way to visit
the actual sites of the Holocaust would be more effective.[40] [41]

In Dubno, Ukraine, the site of the Jewish cemetery is now a bus stop.
A memorial to 575 Jews shot by the Nazis stands beside a wall near the
bus stop.[42] The external entrance to the mausoleum of Rabbi Moses Sofer, one of the most venerated Jewish sites in
Slovakia, is designed in the shape of a bus stop shelter.[43] Sometimes, in the aftermath of bombings at bus stops in
Israel, impromptu memorials are set up. Prayers adorn the shelter walls while prayer books and psalms are left inside
the shelter.[44]
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Anecdotes

The story of Rabbi Lopian at the bus
stop is famous and has been shared

as an example of ethical
self-improvement

The following stories shed light on how renowned rabbis taught lessons in
Judaism from their interaction and experience with bus stops.

Bishvili nivro ha-olom

The Brisker Rov used to walk with Reb Rephoel from his house on
Rechov Press to the bus stop on Rechov Haneveim and take the
number nine bus to Mount Scopus. Once, when they walked to the
bus stop, they saw that the bus stop had been moved approximately
one hundred meters. The Brisker Rov asked his son: "Rephoel, why
have they moved the bus stop? Reb Rephoel, who always had an
understanding of such matters, explained the change in terms of the
traffic patterns. The Brisker Rov said to him: “No, Rephoel, you are
not thinking as one should. A person has to think bishvili nivro
ha-olom (The world was created for me.) They moved the bus stop
because it seems that I have to walk another one hundred meters.[17]

Uvelechtacho Baderech

The students of Kol Torah yeshiva were accustomed to greet their teacher Rabbi Shlomo Zalman Auerbach on his
arrival at the bus stop near the yeshiva. On the way to the yeshiva, they would ask him questions. After the lecture,
they would accompany him back to the bus stop, discussing Torah with him the entire time.[45]

Waiting for the bus
Rabbi Elya Lopian studied at the Kelm Talmud Torah in his youth. He was known for his strict orderliness and
strong sense of self-control. It is told that he wouldn't turn his head without a reason and a structured decision. He
was once waiting at a bus stop and momentarily glanced up to see if the bus was coming. Immediately he regretted
his action and chastised himself. He exclaimed "Had I been in Kelm, I would have gotten an hour mussar shmuze
(Jewish ethics and self-improvement lecture)"." Lopian was remorseful for having allowed his emotions to rule over
his mind. He felt that his action was futile as it had not caused the bus to arrive any quicker.[46] [47] [48]

Rabbi Dessler
Kelm emphasized an honest searching within one’s self and a rigorous avoidance on any action that might be in any
way questionable. Rabbi Eliyahu Eliezer Dessler was once waiting at a bus stop in a driving rain when a former
student drove by in a van. He stopped and offered Rabbi Dessler a ride. But before he would get in, Rabbi Dessler
asked who owned the van and whether he had permission to pick up passengers.
On another occasion, he escorted Rabbi Shlomo Wolbe out of his house under the premise that he too had to go out
so that the younger mashgiach would not be embarrassed to have Rabbi Dessler accompanying him. Rabbi Dessler
did not specify his destination and walked alongside Rabbi Wolbe to the bus stop, where he remained until his
visitor’s bus arrived.[49]
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See also
• Driving on Shabbat in Jewish law
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